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The central idea of Keynes’s economics is the management of the

business cycle—how to fight recessions and ensure that as many

people who want work can get it. By extension, this key idea

became the ultimate goal of economic policy. Unlike other forms

of economic theory in the early 20th century, Keynesianism

envisaged a large role for the state in achieving that end. The

experience of the Great Depression had convinced proto-

Keynesians that the economy was not a naturally correcting

organism. Governments were supposed to run large deficits (ie,

spending more than they took in taxes) during downturns to prop

up the economy, with the expectation that they would pay down the

accumulated debt during the good times.

The Keynesian paradigm collapsed in the 1970s. The persistently

high inflation and high unemployment of that decade

(“stagflation”) baffled mainstream economists, who thought that

the two variables almost always moved in opposite directions. This

in turn convinced policymakers that it was no longer possible to

“spend your way out of a recession”, as James Callaghan, then

Britain’s prime minister, conceded in 1976. A central insight of

Friedman’s critique of Keynesianism was that if policymakers tried

to stimulate without tackling underlying structural deficiencies then

they would raise inflation without bringing unemployment down.

And high inflation could then persist, just because it was what

people came to expect.

Policymakers looked for something new. The monetarist ideas of

the 1980s inspired Paul Volcker, then chairman of the Federal

Reserve, to crush inflation by constraining the money supply, even

though doing so also produced a recession that sent unemployment

soaring. The fact that Volcker had known that this would probably

happen revealed that something else had changed. Many

monetarists argued that policymakers before them had focused too

much on equality of incomes and wealth to the detriment of

economic efficiency. They needed instead to focus on the basics—

such as low and stable inflation—which would, over the long run,

create the conditions in which living standards would rise.

It sounds like a whisper

In the 1990s and 2000s a synthesis of Keynesianism and

Friedmanism emerged. It eventually recommended a policy regime

loosely known as “flexible inflation targeting”. The central objective

of the policy was to achieve low and stable inflation—though there

was some room, during downturns, to put employment first even if

inflation was uncomfortably high. The primary tool of economic

management was the raising and lowering of short-term interest

rates, which, it had turned out, were more reliable determinants of

consumption and investment than the money supply. Central banks’

independence from governments ensured that they would not fall

into the inflationary traps of which Friedman warned. Fiscal policy,

as a way to manage the business cycle, was sidelined, in part because

it was seen to be too subject to political influence. The job of fiscal

policy was to keep public debts low, and to redistribute income to

the degree and in the way that politicians saw fit.

Now it seems that this dominant economic paradigm has reached

its limit. It first began to wobble after the global financial crisis of

2007-09, as policymakers were confronted by two big problems.

The first was that the level of demand in the economy—broadly,

the aggregate desire to spend relative to the aggregate desire to

save—seemed to have been permanently reduced by the crisis. To

fight the downturn central banks slashed interest rates and launched

quantitative easing (qe, or printing money to buy bonds). But even

with extraordinary monetary policy, the recovery from the crisis was

slow and long. gdp growth was weak. Eventually, labour markets

boomed, but inflation remained muted (see chart 1). The late 2010s

were simultaneously the new 1970s and the anti-1970s: inflation and

unemployment were once again not behaving as expected, though

this time they were both surprisingly low.
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This threw into question the received wisdom about how to manage

the economy. Central bankers faced a situation where the interest

rate needed to generate enough demand was below zero. That was a

point they could not easily reach, since if banks tried to charge

negative interest rates, their customers might simply withdraw their

cash and stuff it under the mattress. qe was an alternative policy

instrument, but its efficacy was debated. Such disputes prompted a

rethink. According to a working paper published in July by Michael

Woodford and Yinxi Xie of Columbia University the “events of the

period since the financial crisis of 2008 have required a significant

reappraisal of the previous conventional wisdom, according to

which interest-rate policy alone...should suffice to maintain

macroeconomic stability.”

The second post-financial-crisis problem related to distribution.

While concerns about the costs of globalisation and automation

helped boost populist politics, economists asked in whose interests

capitalism had lately been working. An apparent surge in American

inequality after 1980 became central to much economic research.

Some worried that big firms had become too powerful; others, that

a globalised society was too sharp-edged or that social mobility was

declining.

Some argued that structurally weak economic growth and the

maldistribution of the spoils of economic activity were related. The

rich have a higher tendency to save rather than spend, so if their

share of income rises then overall saving goes up. Meanwhile in the

press central banks faced accusations that low interest rates and qe

were driving up inequality by boosting the prices of housing and

equities.

Yet it was also becoming clear just how much economic stimulus

could benefit the poor, if it caused unemployment to drop

sufficiently for wages for low-income folk to rise. Just before the

pandemic a growing share of gdp across the rich world was

accruing to workers in the form of wages and salaries. The benefits

were greatest for low-paid workers. “We are hearing loud and clear

that this long recovery is now benefiting low- and moderate-income

communities to a greater extent than has been felt for decades,” said

Jerome Powell, the Fed’s chair, in July 2019. The growing belief in

the redistributive power of a booming economy added to the

importance of finding new tools to replace interest rates to manage

the business cycle.

Tables starting to turn

Then coronavirus hit. Supply chains and production have been

disrupted, which all else being equal should have caused prices to

surge as raw materials and finished goods were harder to come by.

But the bigger impact of the pandemic has been on the demand

side, causing expectations for future inflation and interest rates to fall

even further. The desire to invest has plunged, while people across

the rich world are now saving much of their income.

The pandemic has also exposed and accentuated inequities in the

economic system. Those in white-collar jobs can work from home,

but “essential” workers—the delivery drivers, the rubbish

cleaners—must continue to work, and are therefore at greater risk

of contracting covid-19, all the while for poor pay. Those in

industries such as hospitality (disproportionately young, female and

with black or brown skin) have borne the brunt of job losses.

Even before covid-19, policymakers were starting to focus once

again on the greater effect of the bust and boom of the business

cycle on the poor. But since the economy has been hit with a crisis

that hurts the poorest hardest, a new sense of urgency has emerged.

That is behind the shift in macroeconomics. Devising new ways of

getting back to full employment is once again the top priority for

economists.

But how to go about it? Some argue that covid-19 has proved

wrong fears that policymakers cannot fight downturns. So far this

year rich countries have announced fiscal stimulus worth some

$4.2trn, enough to take their deficits to nearly 17% of gdp, while

central-bank balance-sheets have grown by 10% of gdp. This

enormous stimulus has calmed markets, stopped businesses from

collapsing and protected household incomes. Recent policy action

“provides a textbook rebuke of the idea that policymakers can run

out of ammunition,” argues Erik Nielsen of Unicredit, a bank.

Yet while nobody doubts that policymakers have found plenty of

levers, there remains disagreement over which should continue to be

pulled, who should do the pulling, and what the effects will be.

Economists and policymakers can be divided into three schools of

thought, from least to most radical: one which calls merely for

greater courage; one which looks to fiscal policy; and one which says

the solution is negative interest rates.

Take the first school. Its proponents say that so long as central

banks are able to print money to buy assets they will be able to

boost economic growth and inflation. Some economists argue that

central banks must do this to the extent necessary to restore growth

and hit their inflation targets. If they fail it is not because they are

out of ammunition but because they are not trying hard enough.
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Not long ago central bankers followed this creed, insisting that they

still had the tools to do their job. In 2013 Japan, which has more

experience than any other country with low-growth, ultra-low-

inflation conditions, appointed a “whatever-it-takes” central banker,

Kuroda Haruhiko, to lead the Bank of Japan (boj). He succeeded in

stoking a jobs boom, but boosted inflation by less than was

promised. Right before the pandemic Ben Bernanke, a former

chairman of the Fed, argued in a speech to the American Economic

Association that the potential for asset purchases meant that

monetary policy alone would probably be sufficient to fight a

recession.

But in recent years most central bankers have gravitated towards

exhorting governments to use their budgets to boost growth.

Christine Lagarde opened her tenure as president of the European

Central Bank with a call for fiscal stimulus. Mr Powell recently

warned Congress against prematurely withdrawing its fiscal

response to the pandemic. In May Philip Lowe, the governor of the

Reserve Bank of Australia (rba), told the Australian parliament that

“fiscal policy will have to play a more significant role in managing

the economic cycle than it has in the past”.

Standing in the welfare lines

That puts most central bankers in the second school of thought,

which relies on fiscal policy. Adherents doubt that central-bank asset

purchases can deliver unlimited stimulus, or see such purchases as

dangerous or unfair—perhaps, for example, because buying

corporate debt keeps companies alive that should be allowed to fail.

Better for the government to boost spending or cut taxes, with

budget deficits soaking up the glut of savings created by the private

sector. It may mean running large deficits for a prolonged period,

something that Larry Summers of Harvard University has

suggested.

This view does not eliminate the role of central banks, but it does

relegate them. They become enablers of fiscal stimulus whose main

job is to keep even longer-term public borrowing cheap as budget

deficits soar. They can do so either by buying bonds up directly, or

by pegging longer-term interest rates near zero, as the boj and the

rba currently do. As a result of covid-19 “the fine line between

monetary policy and government-debt management has become

blurred”, according to a report by the Bank for International

Settlements (bis), a club of central banks.

Not everyone is happy about this. In June Paul Tucker, formerly

deputy governor of the Bank of England, said that, in response to

the bank’s vast purchases of government bonds, the question was

whether the bank “has now reverted to being the operational arm

of the Treasury”. But those influenced by the Keynesian school,

such as Adair Turner, a former British financial regulator, want the

monetary financing of fiscal stimulus to become a stated policy—an

idea known as “helicopter money”.

Huge fiscal-stimulus programmes mean that public-debt-to-gdp

ratios are rising (see chart 2). Yet these no longer reliably alarm

economists. That is because today’s low interest rates enable

governments to service much higher public debts (see chart 3). If

interest rates remain lower than nominal economic growth—ie,

before adjusting for inflation—then an economy can grow its way

out of debt without ever needing to run a budget surplus, a point

emphasised by Olivier Blanchard of the Peterson Institute for

International Economics, a think-tank. Another way of making the

argument is to say that central banks can continue to finance

governments so long as inflation remains low, because it is ultimately

the prospect of inflation that forces policymakers to raise rates to

levels which make debt costly.

To some, the idea of turning the fiscal tap to full blast, and co-

opting the central bank to that end, resembles “modern monetary

theory” (mmt). This is a heterodox economics which calls for

countries that can print their own currency (such as America and

Britain) to ignore debt-to-gdp ratios, rely on the central bank to

backstop public debt, and continue to run deficit spending unless

and until unemployment and inflation return to normal.

And there is indeed a resemblance between this school of thought

and mmt. When interest rates are zero, there is no distinction

between issuing debt, which would otherwise incur interest costs,

and printing money, which text books assume does not incur

interest costs. At a zero interest rate it “doesn’t matter whether you

finance by money or finance by debt,” said Mr Blanchard in a recent

webinar.
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But the comparison ends there. While those who advocate mmt

want the central bank to peg interest rates at zero permanently, other

mainstream economists advocate expansionary fiscal policy precisely

because they want interest rates to rise. This, in turn, allows

monetary policy to regain traction.

The third school of thought, which focuses on negative interest

rates, is the most radical. It worries about how interest rates will

remain below rates of economic growth, as Mr Blanchard

stipulated. Its proponents view fiscal stimulus, whether financed by

debt or by central-bank money creation, with some suspicion, as

both leave bills for the future.

A side-effect of qe is that it leaves the central bank unable to raise

interest rates without paying interest on the enormous quantity of

electronic money that banks have parked with it. The more money

it prints to buy government bonds, the more cash will be deposited

with it. If short-term rates rise, so will the central bank’s “interest on

reserves” bill. In other words, a central bank creating money to

finance stimulus is, in economic terms, doing something surprisingly

similar to a government issuing floating-rate debt. And central banks

are, ultimately, part of the government.

So there are no free lunches. “The higher the outstanding qe as a

share of total government debt, the more the government is

exposed to fluctuations in short-term interest rates,” explained

Gertjan Vlieghe of the Bank of England in a recent speech. A

further concern is that in the coming decades governments will face

still more pressure on their budgets from the pension and health-

care spending associated with an ageing population, investments to

fight climate change, and any further catastrophes in the mould of

covid-19. The best way to stimulate economies on an ongoing basis

is not, therefore, to create endless bills to be paid when rates rise

again. It is to take interest rates negative.

Waiting for a promotion

Some interest rates are already marginally negative. The Swiss

National Bank’s policy rate is -0.75%, while some rates in the euro

zone, Japan and Sweden are also in the red. But the likes of

Kenneth Rogoff of Harvard University and Willem Buiter, the

former chief economist of Citigroup, a bank, envision interest rates

of -3% or lower—a much more radical proposition. To stimulate

spending and borrowing these rates would have to spread

throughout the economy: to financial markets, to the interest

charges on bank loans, and also to deposits in banks, which would

need to shrink over time. This would discourage saving—in a

depressed economy, after all, too much saving is the fundamental

problem—though it is easy to imagine negative interest rates stirring

a populist backlash.

Many people would also want to take their money out of banks and

stuff it under the mattress. Making these proposals effective,

therefore, would require sweeping reform. Various ideas for how to

do this exist, but the brute-force method is to abolish at least high-

denomination banknotes, making holding large quantities of

physical cash expensive and impractical. Mr Rogoff suggests that

eventually cash might exist only as “weighty coins”.

Negative rates also pose problems for banks and the financial

system. In a paper in 2018 Markus Brunnermeier and Yann Koby

of Princeton University argue that there is a “reversal interest rate”

beneath which interest-rate cuts actually deter bank lending—

harming the economy rather than boosting it. Below a certain

interest rate, which experience suggests must be negative, banks

might be unwilling to pass on interest-rate cuts to their depositors,

for fear of prompting peeved customers to move their deposits to a

rival bank. Deeply negative interest rates could squash banks’ profits,

even in a cashless economy.

Take what’s theirs

Several factors might yet make the economy more hospitable to

negative rates, however. Cash is in decline—another trend the

pandemic has accelerated. Banks are becoming less important to

finance, with ever more intermediation happening in capital markets

(see article). Capital markets, notes Mr Buiter, are unaffected by the

“reversal rate” argument. Central bankers, meanwhile, are toying

with the idea of creating their own digital currencies which could act

like deposit accounts for the public, allowing the central bank to pay

or charge interest on deposits directly, rather than via the banking

system. Joe Biden’s campaign for the White House includes similar

ideas, which would allow the Fed to directly serve those who do not

have a private bank account.

Policymakers now have to weigh up the risks to choose from in the

post-covid world: widespread central-bank intervention in asset

markets, ongoing increases in public debt or a shake-up of the

financial system. Yet increasing numbers of economists fear that

even these radical changes are not enough. They argue that deeper

problems exist which can only be solved by structural reform.
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A new paper by Atif Mian of Princeton University, Ludwig Straub

of Harvard University and Amir Sufi of the University of Chicago

expands on the idea that inequality saps demand from the economy.

Just as inequality creates a need for stimulus, they argue, stimulus

eventually creates more inequality. This is because it leaves

economies more indebted, either because low interest rates

encourage households or firms to borrow, or because the

government has run deficits. Both public and private indebtedness

transfer income to rich investors who own the debt, thereby

depressing demand and interest rates still further.

The secular trends of recent decades, of higher inequality, higher

debt-to-gdp ratios and lower interest rates, thus reinforce one

another. The authors argue that escaping the trap “requires

consideration of less standard macroeconomic policies, such as

those focused on redistribution or those reducing the structural

sources of high inequality.” One of these “structural sources of

high inequality” might be a lack of competitiveness. Big businesses

with captive markets need not invest as much as they would if they

faced more competition.

A new working paper by Anna Stansbury, also of Harvard

University, and Mr Summers, rejects that view and instead blames

workers’ declining bargaining power in the labour market.

According to the authors, this can explain all manner of American

economic trends: the decline (until the mid-2010s) in workers’ share

of income, reduced unemployment and inflation, and high

corporate profitability. Business owners may be more likely to save

than workers, they suggest, so as corporate income rises, aggregate

savings increase.

Ms Stansbury and Mr Summers favour policies such as

strengthening labour unions or promoting “corporate-governance

arrangements that increase worker power”. They argue that such

policies “would need to be carefully considered in light of the

possible risks of increasing unemployment.” Ideas for increasing the

power of workers as individuals may be more promising. One is to

strengthen the safety-net, which would increase workers’ bargaining

power and ability to walk away from unattractive working

arrangements.

In a recent book Martin Sandbu, a columnist at the Financial Times,

suggests replacing tax-free earnings allowances with small universal

basic incomes. Another idea is to strengthen the enforcement of

existing employment law, currently weak in many rich countries.

Tighter regulation of mergers and acquisitions, to prevent new

monopolies forming, would also help.

All these new ideas will now compete for space in a political

environment in which change suddenly seems much more possible.

Who could have imagined, just six months ago, that tens of millions

of workers across Europe would have their wages paid for by

government-funded furlough schemes, or that seven in ten

American job-losers in the recession would earn more from

unemployment-insurance payments than they had done on the job?

Owing to mass bail-outs, “the role of the state in the economy will

probably loom considerably larger,” says the bis.

Talking about a revolution

Many economists want precisely this state intervention, but it

presents clear risks. Governments which already carry heavy debts

could decide that worrying about deficits is for wimps and that

central-bank independence does not matter. That could at last

unleash high inflation and provide a painful reminder of the

benefits of the old regime. Financial-sector reforms could backfire.

Greater redistribution might snap the economy out of a funk in the

manner that Mr Sufi, Ms Stansbury and their respective colleagues

describe—but heavy taxes could equally discourage employment,

enterprise and innovation.

The rethink of economics is an opportunity. There now exists a

growing consensus that tight labour markets could give workers

more bargaining power without the need for a big expansion of

redistribution. A level-headed reassessment of public debt could

lead to the green public investment necessary to fight climate

change. And governments could unleash a new era of finance,

involving more innovation, cheaper financial intermediation and,

perhaps, a monetary policy that is not constrained by the presence

of physical cash. What is clear is that the old economic paradigm is

looking tired. One way or another, change is coming.

___________________________________________________
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Foreign Exchange

BVAL

As of Aug 6, 2020

Daily Quote

“The quality of  decision is like the well-timed swoop 

of  a falcon which enables it to strike and destroy its victim.”

—Sun Tzu

TODAY’S TOP NEWS

Philippines suffered its worst economic contraction in

recent history after the covid-induced crisis coupled with

lockdowns pushed the economy into recession for the first

time in nearly 3 decades. The country’s economy is so far

the pandemic’s leading casualty in SE Asia after its GDP

registered a record contraction of 16.5% from April to June.

PH plunges into recession

Monetary authorities are considering additional policy

measures to ensure that the severe economic contraction

posted in the second quarter does get worse but instead

nurse a recovery in the months ahead amidst the lingering

pandemic.

Authorities weigh measures to get out of recession

“We have looked at the data and although the cases are

rising, we are confident they can be contained effectively

and efficiently during this two-week period of MECQ or

during this ‘timeout’,” Health Undersecretary Maria Rosario

Vergeire said in an online media forum.

DOH confident timeout will reduce Covid cases

Among the additional protocols are for all businesses to

appoint health officer, isolation facility within the premises,

reengineering of the office layout, SOP or template on what

to do during a situation like where to bring a COVID-

positive, among others.

Gov’t sets additional protocols for establishments

Pangilinan-led PXP Energy Corporation has increased its

stake in Forum Energy, the corporate vehicle that will lead

targeted exploration and development at the Recto Bank oil

and gas upstream venture in Northwest Palawan.

MVP-led firm hikes stake in Recto Bank venture

As of  Aug 6, 2020

US Dollar Philippine Peso

1 49.06

Tenor Rate

1Y 1.7890

3Y 2.1460

5Y 2.4020

7Y 2.6140

10Y 2.7210

20Y 3.6160

Previous Close: 1 Yr Return:

5,902.58 -24.07%

Open: YTD Return:

5.906.87 -24.89%

52-Week Range: Source:

4,039.15-8,419.59 Bloomberg
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After a surprising positive performance in the second

quarter, the Department of Agriculture is optimistic the

farm sector will continue to grow despite the tough

challenges brought about by the coronavirus pandemic. The

farm industry managed to pull off a 0.5 percent growth in

April to June.

Govt sees further growth in agri, fishery

Banks are slowing down the processing of car loan

applications while car companies are encouraging purchases

on cash basis even as the industry is seen to end the year

with 275,000 unit sales, according to Kia Philippines.

Banks slow down on car loan processing

In a virtual press briefing, BSP Deputy Governor Francisco

Dakila Jr. said the Cabinet-level Development Budget

Coordination Committee (DBCC) has revised the inflation

target to a range of 1.75 percent to 2.75 percent for 2020

from the original assumption of 1.75 percent to 3.75

percent, due to subdued demand amid the COVID-19

pandemic.

BSP tightens inflation target to 1.75%-2.75%

Eight big-ticket projects under the Duterte administration’s

flagship “Build, Build, Build” program will take a back seat

for now to prioritize infrastructure projects that are on

“advanced stage” and “responsive” to the country’s post-

pandemic needs.

Govt 'shelves' 8 projects far from construction

PLDT, INC.’s second-quarter attributable net income grew

15.8% to P6.37 billion from P5.5 billion posted in the same

period last year, driven by the surge in data and broadband

revenues amid the coronavirus pandemic. The second-

quarter net income is 7.8% up from P5.91 billion earned in

the first three months of the year.

PLDT profit up 16%, plans cost control after Q2

Philippine Seven Corp., the local operator of 7-Eleven

stores, swung to a P493.5-million net loss in the second

quarter as an effect of the coronavirus pandemic. The

company said it reversed its P373.2-million net income last

year due to the temporary closure of some stores, supply

chain disruptions and reduced foot traffic.

7-Eleven operator swings to P494- million net loss

Gotianun-led Filinvest Land Inc. booked a 24 percent year-

on-year decline in first semester net profit to P2.42 billion

as the coronavirus (COVID19) pandemic-induced

lockdown of Metro Manila and other key regions hampered

operations and delayed construction activities.

FLI’s Q2 profit down 23%

Ayala-led Bank of the Philippine Islands (BPI) has raised

P21.5 billion from a pioneering bond issue dedicated to

coronavirus (COVID-19) response efforts – an offering that 

was oversubscribed by more than seven times the base offer.

BPI raises P21.5B from COVID19 response bonds

Amid the unabated rise of local coronavirus (COVID19)

cases, healthcare chain operator Metro Pacific Hospital

Holdings Inc. (MPHHI) is expanding its capacity to serve

afflicted patients and is likewise helping state-owned East

Avenue Medical Center scale up its capacity to address the

pandemic.

Metro Pacific Hospital expands COVID19 capacity

Conglomerate San Miguel Corp. incurred a net loss of P4

billion in the first semester as the lockdown protocols

during this coronavirus (COVID19) pandemic bludgeoned

its beer and petroleum businesses.

SMC’s H1 net loss at P4B
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The first Philippine real estate investment trust (REIT),

Ayala Land-backed AREIT Inc., has completed an initial

public offering (IPO) estimated at P13.6 billion, attracting

strong interest from investors long thirsting for a new

asset class that pitches high dividend yields.

Pioneering Ayala-backed REIT gobbles P13.6B in IPO

Co-working space operator JustCo will be opening two new

centres - at OCBC Centre East this month and at The

Centrepoint in October. Among the tenants will be

cosmetics giant L'Oreal, food delivery firm Foodpanda, and

video game developer Riot Games, which will together

deploy a total of about 300 workers at the new offices.

JustCo opening 2 more workspaces in S'pore

A spate of corporate scandals in Asia from China's Luckin

Coffee to Singapore's commodity trader Hin Leong Trading

are prompting some consulting firms to beef up their

headcount for investigators. Across the world, investors are

bracing for more corporate malfeasance.

Corporate scandals fuel hiring for investigators

Medical device company Dornier MedTech is launching

UroX, a community that seeks to connect talent,

technologies and funding to solve critical problems in the

field of urology. Munich-based Dornier MedTech is wholly

owned by Singapore-based Advanced MedTech.

Temasek sub launches urology community platform

Singapore and Australia have signed an agreement which

will open up economic opportunities for both countries.

The digital economy agreement will facilitate digitalisation

of trade processes and make it easier and more cost-effective 

for Singapore companies to engage in cross-border business

activities with Australia

Singapore, Australia sign digital economy pact

SoftBank Group Corp (9984.T) is seen booking a 75% first-

quarter profit plunge on Tuesday, albeit making a return to

profitability, as the coronavirus outbreak continued to

weigh on the tech bets of CEO Masayoshi Son’s $100

billion Vision Fund. The Japanese conglomerate is expected

to record operating profit of 171 billion yen ($1.62 billion)

for April-June.

SoftBank seen booking 75% Q1 profit drop

Epic Games, the creator of the popular video game

“Fortnite” said on Thursday it has raised $1.78 billion in its

latest funding round, taking the company’s valuation past

$17 billion. The latest funding round includes the $250

million investment from Japan’s Sony Corp (6758.T) last

month for a stake in the company.

Fortnite' developer Epic Games raises $1.78 billion

TODAY’S TOP ASIAN NEWS

Homebound customers of Uber Technologies Inc

(UBER.N) more than doubled their orders from the

company’s food-delivery service in the second quarter but

demand for ride-hailing trips only marginally recovered

from pandemic rock-bottom.

Uber rides take hit, food-delivery business doubles

Microsoft is chasing a deal to buy all of TikTok's global

business the Financial Times reported on Thursday, citing

five people with knowledge of the talks. Microsoft has said

it is seeking to buy the assets of TikTok in North America,

Australia and New Zealand. It has not disclosed how much

it is willing to pay.

Microsoft expands TikTok takeover ambitions

TODAY’S TOP GLOBAL NEWSMORE LOCAL NEWS

NYSE-owner ICE to buy Ellie Mae in $11bn deal

Intercontinental Exchange Inc (ICE.N) (ICE) said on

Thursday it would buy Ellie Mae, a technology platform for

the mortgage finance industry, from private equity firm

Thoma Bravo in a deal valued at $11 billion.
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